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Trust Management for Service-Oriented EnvironmentsSpringer, 2009

	The Web was originally created to enable the sharing of information among scientists. Sir Tim Berners-Lee first proposed the idea of creating a ?Web of information? when he suggested a solution to integrate three technologies: HTML (HyperText Markup Language), HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol), andWeb browsers [131]. HTML was proposed as a...
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Professional PHP ProgrammingPeer Information Inc, 1999
This book covers middle-tier programming with PHP.

 PHP is a server-side, HTML-embedded scripting language. It is an open source technology, rapidly gaining popularity as a scripting language for people running dynamic websites. One of its major attractions over Perl, JavaScript and other scripting languages is that PHP has a built-in...
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Using Sgml (Special Edition Using)Que, 1996
SGML and markup languages can make your life easier. In this chapter, you learn:

	Why markup languages are so popular
	What SGML has to do with ISO and CALS
	How SGML makes information transportable
	How SGML protects your formatting and structure
	How SGML is already gaining...
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Thin Film Optical Filters, Third EditionTaylor & Francis, 2001
It is obvious from the details of his career that Angus knows more about optical coatings, both in terms of design and of fabrication, than most of us put together. It is therefore quite expected that I feel free to state that, in my opinion, this book is a necessity, rather on par with having the use of a coating facility, a good coating program,...
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Liquid Crystals Beyond Displays: Chemistry, Physics, and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The chemistry, physics, and applications of liquid crystals beyond LCDs


	Liquid Crystals (LCs) combine order and mobility on a molecular and supramolecular level. But while these remarkable states of matter are most commonly associated with visual display technologies, they have important applications for a variety of...
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Zenoss Core 3.x Network and System MonitoringPackt Publishing, 2011

	A step-by-step guide to configuring, using, and adapting this free Open Source network monitoring system Designed to quickly acquaint you with the core feature so you can customize Zenoss Core to your needs Discover, manage, and monitor IT resources Build custom event-processing and alerting rules Write custom device reports to extract,...
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Linux Desktop HacksO'Reilly, 2005
With hacks that any user can follow, Linux Desktop Hacks demonstrates how easy it is to  modify Linux to suit your desires. The book is packed with tips on customizing  and improving the interface, boosting performance, administering your desktop,  and generally making the most out of what X, KDE,...
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CSS Hacks and Filters: Making Cascading Stylesheets WorkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Here's how to make CSS work the way it should
Cascading Style Sheets, the technology meant to bring order out of chaos by letting you update Web sites effortlessly, just doesn't always work. You recognize that when you discover your graphics, perfectly positioned in Firefox, throw your page out of whack when viewed in Explorer. The solution?...
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Advanced Google AdWordsSybex, 2014

	The ultimate guide to Google AdWords is fully updated for its third editionThis is the ultimate guide for those who want to quickly get beyond AdWords basics to learn and apply the advanced techniques and tactics that are used by Fortune 500 companies. The book provides insight into AdWords' functionality and advanced features,...
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The Essential Guide to User Interface Design: An Introduction to GUI Design Principles and TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Bringing together the results of more than 300 new design studies, an understanding of people, knowledge of hardware and software capabilities, and the author’s practical experience gained from 45 years of work with display-based systems, this book addresses interface and screen design from the user’s perspective. You will learn how to...
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Mathematics and Computation in Imaging Science and Information ProcessingWorld Scientific Publishing, 2007

	Rapid advances in communication, sensing and computational power have led to an explosion of data. The usefulness of this resource for human knowledge is determined by its accessibility and portability, which present fresh challenges to existing techniques in terms of transmission, storage, querying, display and numerical manipulation. As a...
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Integrating Facebook iOS SDK with Your ApplicationPackt Publishing, 2013

	Optimize the social power of your applications by integrating the popular Facebook iOS SDK


	Overview

	
		Effectively promote your Social Applications through Facebook
	
		Invite your friends to use your application
	
		Learn and understand Facebook iOS features with hands-on examples

...
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